Solid particles adsorbed at fluid-fluid interfaces have been traditionally exploited in emulsification[@b1][@b2], mineral and crude oil recovery as well as in food industry[@b3][@b4]. More recently they were found in a rapidly increasing range of cutting-edge applications[@b5][@b6][@b7], including the creation of nanostructured membrane for filtration and biphasic catalysis[@b8][@b9][@b10], and the fabrication of nanocomposites with tunable electrical or optical properties[@b11][@b12][@b13]. For the purpose of supporting these emerging applications, an improved understating of interfacial behavior of particles[@b14][@b15][@b16] and their dynamics at a fluid interface[@b17][@b18] is a key issue. Many earlier experiments[@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22] were carried out on flat, planer fluid interfaces and various forces acting between the particles trapped at interface were proposed. However, to date, the behavior of solid particles at interfaces is still a very dynamic area of research with many open challenges that need to be met. For instance, it has been known that colloidal particles trapped at interface between water and a medium of low relative permittivity (air or oil) would form interfacial dipoles because of asymmetrical dissociation of surface charges around the particle[@b17], which give arise to a long-ranged repulsion between particles. It is thereby expected that adding salts can screen these interfacial dipoles and repress the repulsion. However, Aveyard *et al.*[@b23][@b24] showed that charged colloidal particles produce extremely stable monolayers at an octane/water interface even at high electrolyte concentration, which cannot be addressed by dipole-dipole repulsions alone. They proposed that this repulsive force lies in charge-charge repulsion, likely arising from a small fraction of dissociated (residual) charges trapped by tiny surface water droplets in the pores of the particle\'s rough surfaces and in the oil phase, which result in unscreened charge-charge repulsion. In this model, the presence of tiny water droplets in the oil phase is essential because these polar droplets can provide high dielectric "nests" for trapping charged ions and subsequently causing the repulsion. However, we argued that the proposed existence of these water droplets may not account for the presence of residual charges at a nonpolar oil, especially one that has a low dielectric constant (*ε~oil~* \< 4.0), such as octane (*ε~oil~* = 2.0).

All the points put forth above provide us a standing point to revisit this unresolved problem. By using various state-of-the-art microscopy techniques, here we show that the residual charges do exist in the hemisphere of particles immersed in nonpolar oil (octane) and dominate the long-ranged repulsions between interfacial particles when the typical dipole-dipole repulsions are screened by added electrolytes. In addition, our results explicitly indicate that these residual charges are actually unstable, and are compensated in several hours, which could in turn attenuate the strength of the charge-charge repulsions and eventually cause particles aggregation at oil/water interfaces. Furthermore, we demonstrate that these unstable charges can be built spontaneously, especially common approach relies heavily on using a spreading solvent to facilitate dispersion of particles at the oil/water interface. Importantly, we find that charging or discharging of colloidal particles at oil/water interfaces is a general phenomenon, that thus provides an novel insight in understanding their interactions and assembly at the interfaces, including the significant heterogeneity of interfacial interactions that have been observed between particle pairs trapped at fluid interfaces[@b25][@b26].

Results
=======

Time evolution of colloidal particles trapped at oil/water interfaces
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To our best knowledge, direct measurements of the interactions between colloidal particles trapped at oil/water interfaces, for example, by microscopy techniques, often encounter two technical problems: 1) Slow drifting of interfacial particles with a certain direction along the interface, and therefore the prolonged perturbation that alter the original spatial distribution of particles is expected to occur; 2) Introducing the spreading solvents, such as methanol or isopropanol, has been demonstrated to affect greatly the particle properties at the fluid interfaces[@b27]. Here, we first produce a flat and horizontal oil/water interface in a customized microscopic cell that can be double sealed ([Fig. S1 and Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), thereby inhibiting any possible evaporation of oil or water that could cause particle drift at the interface; Secondly, unlike common dispersion approach, we directly dispersed microspheres at the interface using microinjection ([Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in which the quantity of spreading solvent can be reduced to as low as 5 × 10^−6^ (v:v) in the system. These two experimental improvements enable us to produce a highly stable and clean oil/water interface, allowing the long-term (\>36 hours) measurements that are essential to resolve precisely weak interactions between interfacial particles.

Next, we monitored time evolution of monodispersed polystyrene microspheres (1.0 μm) trapped at an octane/H~2~O interface in absence or presence of NaCl in the water phase over 10 hours. Surprisingly, we found that at the octane/H~2~O interface, the particles initially were well separated at the interface, but the tendency for interfacial particles accessing to their neighbors increased gradually within the first 6 hours and then reached a stable state; this can be quantitatively characterized by the time evolution of radius distribution functions (*g*(*r*)) of interfacial particles[@b28], as shown in [Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The time-dependent feature of *g*(*r*) implies that interactions among interfacial particles, actually, are varying slowly. Similar phenomena have also been observed at an octane/10 mM NaCl interface, as shown in [Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, indicating that the time-dependent feature of *g*(*r*) is inherent at oil/water interfaces, and is independent of whether presence of salt in water or not. In contrast to the microspheres trapped at an octane/H~2~O interface, we find that those microspheres form small clusters at octane/10 mM NaCl interface after 2 hours ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), which lead to appearing peaks in their *g*(*r*), as shown in [Figure 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Our results indicate that microspheres would become unstable at oil/water interfaces over time if the interfacial dipoles are screened. To further validate that, we conducted a series of experiments with the presence of different amounts NaCl in the water phase ranging from 0.01 to 10 mM. In all tested conditions, we consistently found that *g*(*r*) always evolved over time, i.e., increasing the tendency of interfacial particles to access their neighbors, while the presence of sufficient salts in the water phase would greatly affect the stability of interracial particles and eventually form colloidal aggregates at interfaces, as shown in [Figure 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

Attenuation of repulsions at oil/water interfaces
-------------------------------------------------

We have clearly shown that the *g*(*r*) of interfacial particles possess a time-dependent feature at octane/water interfaces either in absence or presence of a monovalent salt in the water phase. Assuming that the system stays at quasi-equilibrium state in the every fast observing time (see the methods), we can quantitatively evaluate the pair potentials (*U*(*r*)) of interfacial particles at an octane/H~2~O or octane/NaCl interface by their *g*(*r*) using hypernetted chain (HCN) approximation, which was proved to be a better choice to resolve the long-ranged potentials[@b28]. Note that in the case of octane/10 mM NaCl interface, we evaluate *U*(*r*) of the trapped microspheres before the emerging of colloidal aggregates, which ensure that the system stays at quasi-equilibrium state. [Figure 2a and 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} clearly indicated that 1) exclusive repulsions are detected at the octane/H~2~O or the octane/10 mM NaCl interface, in which *U*(*r*) monotonically decay with increasing separation of microspheres; 2) The magnitude of evaluated *U*(*r*) were attenuated gradually over time, which is independent of whether presence of NaCl in water. It is desirable to note that the long-ranged attractions, which likely arise from capillary forces[@b19][@b29] and have been often observed among the microspheres trapped at air/water interface[@b30][@b31], have not been detected in our experiments.

A number of factors can in principle lead to the time-dependence of *U*(*r*), including 1) the gradual change of particle wettability stemming from physical aging of contact line[@b22]; 2) the local deformation of interfaces attributed by electrodipping forces[@b32] and 3) the spreading solvent (isopropanol) may swell these microspheres. To address these factors, a high-resolution confocal microscope was used to investigate the microstates of these microspheres trapped at a vertical octane/water interface. Confocal images clearly show that i) three phase contact angles (*θ*) of interfacial particles were nearly independent of time either at octane/H~2~O or at octane/10 mM NaCl interface ([Figs. 2c and 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), which thereby cannot be responsible for the attenuation of *U*(*r*); ii) No significant local deformations have been observed at interfaces ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), which may explain why we did not detect long-ranged attractions among these microspheres; iii) No significant swelling of those interfacial particles have been observed. To further address this issue, we dispersed those microspheres at octane/H~2~O or at octane/10 mM NaCl interface by using methanol as the spreading solvent because polystyrene is unlikely to be dissolved in it. We find that using methanol as alternative spreading solvent also lead to the time-dependent feature of *g*(*r*) or *U*(*r*) either at octane/H~2~O or at octane/10 mM NaCl interface, which are similar to that by using isopropanol as the spreading solvent ([Fig. S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that the swelling effect cannot be responsible for the attenuation of *U*(*r*). Moreover, we noticed *θ* = 116° ± 10 at octane/10 mM NaCl, which was slightly larger than *θ* = 100° ± 7 measured at octane/H~2~O interface. This difference may result from the surface charges locating at hemisphere immersed in the water phase because their image charges have same sign that would push interfacial particles toward water phase. In this way, screening these surface charges by adding salts would lead to more proportion of microspheres residing in the oil phase and less amount protruding into the aqueous phase[@b10][@b33].

Discharging of interfacial particles at oil/water interfaces
------------------------------------------------------------

We next ask whether the attenuation of residual charges can be responsible for the attenuation of *U*(*r*). First, we neutralized the charges that were dissociated from the surface of carboxylate-modified microspheres trapped at octane/H~2~O interface by adjusting pH value in water to 4.85, as indicated by the Zeta potential (*ξ*) of these particles approaching zero (*ξ* = −1 mV ± 3) in the bulk condition (pH = 4.85); second, we utilized microelectrophoresis ([Fig. S3c](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to monitor the electrophoretic mobility of these interfacial particles. By carrying out theoretical calculation, we find that our microelectrophoresis device can generate the static electric filed as high as 2500 to 5200 V/m near the interface when a 60 V DC was applied, as shown in [Figure S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, which can push the interfacial particles that carried around 100 *e* charges toward the anode with a velocity ranging from 5 to 11 μm/s. In our experiments, we find that initially the particles always migrated to anode when a 60 V DC was applied ([Mov. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with an average velocity of 3 μm/s, but no significant electrophoretic mobility was observed after 4 hours, demonstrating that the residual charges fade out in several hours.

To quantify the discharging of interfacial particles, we fitted the repulsive potentials measured at the octane/10 mM NaCl interfaces using a theoretically pair potential (*U~res~*(*r*)) that accounts for a point charge (*Q~res~*) located in the oil phase at a distance (*a*)[@b23], where *k~B~* is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is the absolute temperature, is the Bjerrum length in octane, *e* is the elementary charge, and *ε*~0~ is the vacuum permittivity. [Figure 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"} indicated that [equation (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} can fit the experimental data perfectly, further demonstrating that these long-ranged repulsions found at octane/10 mM NaCl interface is a direct result from electrostatic interactions and can be solely attributed to the residual charges.

Importantly, the quantity of residual charges decreases gradually over time, as shown in [Figure 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. In addition to residual charges leading to the charge-charge repulsion acting through unscreened oil phase, the interfacial dipoles would provide stable repulsions (*U~dip~*(*r*)) at the octane/H~2~O interface, which can be theoretically described as[@b20] where *Q~dip~* is the electric quantities of dissociated surface charges, is the Bjerrum length in water, and *λ~D~* is the Debye screening length. To evaluate *Q~res~* at octane/H~2~O interfaces, [equation (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} is used to first fit the experimental data obtained after 8 hours to find the *U~dip~*(*r*), subsequently [equation (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is used to resolve the *Q~res~* by excluding *U~dip~*(*r*) in the original data. The corresponding fitting curves are shown in [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Similar to the octane/10 mM NaCl interface, we found that *Q~res~* decayed monotonically over time, but their discharging is slower than that found for octane/10 mM NaCl ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). To gain insight into the discharging effect, we carried out a series of experiments with the presence of different amount NaCl in water. In all tested conditions, we found that *Q~res~* always decayed over time ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and can be fitted with a single exponential decay , where is the *Q~res~* at *t* → 0, *τ* is the characteristic decay time. Inset of [Figure 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} clearly indicated that increasing ionic strength in water phase would lead to much faster discharging of microspheres at the oil/water interface, suggesting that the aqueous phase provides a discharging path for the interfacial particles.

Spreading of particles at oil/water interfaces
----------------------------------------------

It is reasonable to anticipate that these charges are generated when the microspheres arrive at the oil/water interface, giving the fact that microspheres or their suspensions could not carry any unstable charges before the dispersion. Therefore, a high-speed spinning-disk confocal microscope was applied to monitor the dispersion of fluorescent microspheres at an octane/H~2~O interface, which ensures that only interfacial particles can been seen. Surprisingly, we observed that these microspheres jet along the interface with extremely high speeds (20--60 mm/s) at the moment of contact with the interface ([Mov. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The sliding velocity (*v~j~*) were estimated by measuring the travel distances of the corresponding flight paths in images that were captured by an EMCCD camera with specific exposure times, as shown in [Figure 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Note that the interfacial jet is not a result of microinjection due to the fact that particles injected to either H~2~O or octane do not jet. Our findings are similar to the case of dispersion of small particles at air/water interfaces that has been reported by Singh *et.al*, in which they[@b34] proposed that the capillary force pull particles into the interface, causing them to accelerate to a high velocity. However, for the oil/water interface, we noticed that 1) trace amounts of spreading solvents in the suspensions, such as isopropanol, was essential to induce the interfacial jets; 2) *v~j~* was largely correlated with the quantity of spreading solvent, as shown in [Figure 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. These finding suggest that spreading solvents play a significant role in facilitating the spreading of particles at the interface; this is known as the Marangoni effect[@b35].

To further demonstrate that the Marangoni effect can lead jetting of particles at the interface, we captured the larger-scale images of these interfacial jets during the microinjections. We find that 1) the microinjection of isopropanol (aq.) at the interface can strongly induce the convections, as shown in [Figure S6a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, which is in a good agreement with the Marangoni effect that also can induce convection at the interface; 2) the characteristic radius (*R~c~*) of the convection zone are insensitive with the quantity of isopropanol ranging from 2.5%--10%, as shown in [Figure 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Next, we estimated the sliding velocity of particles at the interface in different conditions by using a simple model (see the method) that only accounts the surface tension driven phenomena, as where *γ*(*c~b~*) or *γ*(0) is the surface tension of isopropanol (aq.)/octane or water/octane interface, *c~b~* is the concentration of the isopropanol in particles suspensions, *d~p~* is the particle size and *η* is the interfacial viscosity. [Figure S6b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} clearly indicated that the predicted sliding velocities () agree well with the experimental observations ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) at the conditions of containing 2.5--10% isopropanol in the particle suspensions, demonstrating that jetting of particles at the interface mainly arose from the gradient of surface tensions.

Charging particles at oil/water interfaces
------------------------------------------

Previous findings indicated that the gradients of surface tension would drive particles rubbing to the interface, which inspire us to conjecture that fast rubbing may induce the electrons transfer from one insulator (octane) to another (polystyrene microspheres). If yes, the quantity of residual charges building at interfacial particles should highly depend on the dispersion processes. Thus, we utilized aforementioned methods to evaluate the with distinctive dispersion conditions, including varying the isopropanol content in particles suspensions during the microinjection or directly pipetting particle suspensions to the interfaces ([Fig. S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Note that changing of isopropanol content from 1% to 20% in suspensions only slightly alters the wettability of particles at the interface ([Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) because the isopropanol concentrations in our systems are very low[@b27]. [Figure 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} indicated that are positively correlated to the content of isopropanol when the particles were injected to the interface, confirming that dispersion conditions strongly affect . Moreover, we find that the dispersion of particles by direct pipetting leads to less ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) comparing to that by microinjections.

To further elucidate these observations, we quantified the triboelectrification effect by using two surface states theory (TSST). In the TSST[@b36], rubbing one insulator to another can induce electrons transfer from one surface to the other, in which the direction of transfer depends on triboelectric series[@b37]; and the net charges can be quantified as (see the methods), where *Q~max~* is the maximum charge quantities, *d* is the sliding distance and *λ* is the characteristic distance. [Equation (4)](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"} clearly indicated that are positively correlated to the sliding distance rather than the sliding velocity. Therefore, we estimated the distances of particles sliding on the interface by measuring the time that particles stay at the convection zone because we have known the sliding velocity. We find that the time is ranged from 2 to 8 s during the microinjection, in which the characteristic time (*t~c~*) is around \~5 s that is insensitive to the content of isopropanol, *d* thus can be estimated by *v~j~t~c~*, as shown in [Figure 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. These results readily explained why are positively correlated to the content of isopropanol in the particle suspensions ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Most importantly, our results displayed that changing *d* from 60 to 250 mm can strongly affect the triboelectrification, which suggests that *λ* is in the range of \~100 mm that agrees well with Lowell\'s experimental results[@b38]. Moreover, we find that dispersion particles by pipetting lead particles much faster jetting on the interface (160 mm/s) compared with the microinjection, however the interfacial flows can only be lasted for 0.3 s. As the result, *d* is around \~50 mm, which is well explained why dispersion particles by pipetting result in less comparing to that by microinjection.

To further validate that these residual charges are transient charges, we dispersed gold particles at the oil/water interface in presence of 10 mM NaCl, and we did not observe the long-ranged repulsions. This indicates that no residual charges exist in the hemisphere of gold particles immersed in oil, as shown in [Figure 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. We also investigated factors that affect the charging of particles at interfaces, by dispersing colloidal particles at oil/octane interfaces with the presence of 10 mM NaCl in water by using various experimental conditions, e.g.; using methanol or ethanol as spreading solvents or using polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) microspheres. [Figure 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} clearly indicated that the value of depends on experimental conditions. However, the charging of colloidal particles at oil/water interfaces is quite general.

Discussion
==========

The key results extracted from the data presented above provide a new insight into interactions and assembly of solid particles at oil/water interface. Moreover, our result can be used to explain some physical behaviors that are not well understood. For instance, Park *et al.* directly measured the repulsive forces between particle pairs trapped at oil/water interface using optical tweezers. They found that the repulsions actually are heterogonous[@b26], highly depending on the individual pairs to be selected. In addition, the amount of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) presence in the water phase can gradually attenuate the strength of this repulsion at the interface[@b25]. The finding of charging of single particles at interface can readily explain the heterogonous feature of these repulsive forces because these produced charges largely relate to the sliding distances and which are varied for individual particles, whereas attenuation of this repulsion over time are most likely related the discharging of these particles at interface.

In summary, we have shown that single colloidal particles can be spontaneously charged when spreading solvents are used to disperse them at oil/water interfaces. This is due to the gradients of surface tension driving particles sliding at the interface, which in turn lead to triboelectric charges transferring from oil to the colloidal particles. These residual charges dominate the long-ranged electrostatic repulsions, and prevent the interfacial particles against aggregation even when the conventional dipole-dipole repulsions are screened by adding monovalent salts in the aqueous phase. However, these triboelectric charges are unstable, and can fade out in several hours, thus gradually attenuating the repulsions among interfacial particles. As the interfacial particles are slowly discharged, they become unstable when their dipoles are screened. Charging and discharging of single colloidal particles at oil/water interfaces were graphically summarized in [Figure 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Charging of colloids at oil/water interfaces plays remarkable roles in interfacial interactions of colloids, and our studies suggest that such phenomenon is general. It may prove to be a novel mechanism to induce transient charges on biological macromolecules, such as DNAs, proteins and viral particles at fluid interfaces.

Methods
=======

Materials
---------

The coverslips (25 × 25 × 0.17 mm, Fisher) were pre-washed by sonication (5 min) in acetone, ethanol and ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm Millipore), respectively. Afterward, they were rinsed with 5% (aq.) hydrogen fluoride for 10 s, and then washed with water immediately. The cleaned coverslips were finally dried with nitrogen and further treated (5 min) with a plasma cleaner before assembly on the microscopic sample cell. The resultant static contact angles of water on these surfaces almost approach to 0°. The hydrophobic modified coverslips were prepared by treating the cleaned coverslips with \[(chloromethyl)phenylethyl\]-Trimethoxysilane (CTMS) in toluene. Carboxylate-modified fluorescent microspheres (polystyrene 1.0 μm in diameter, Invitrogen) were purified by resuspending 2 μL concentrated suspensions (\~2%) in 1.5 mL ultrapure water, then washed by centrifugation to remove stabilizer. The stabilizer-free microspheres were finally dispersed in spreading mediums, containing different amounts (1 to 20%) of isopropanol, methanol or ethanol in water, to a fixed volume fraction \~1 × 10^−4^, which were monitored by their optical densities at 600 nm (O.D.~600~). The averaged surface charge density of the microsphere was around 1.3 μC·cm^−2^, estimating by their Zeta potentials (ξ = −55 mV ± 3) measured in a buffer containing of 10 mM NaCl. Note that none of cross-linked polystyrene microspheres may likely contain short PS chains that dissolve in the spreading mediums. Therefore, these PS microspheres were directly dissolved in the tetrahydrofuran (THF) to determine their molecular weight distribution. Next, their average molecular weight (*M~n~* = 1.5 × 10^5^ g/mol, *M~w~* = 6.8 × 10^5^ g/mol) as well as polydispersity (P.DI = 4.2) were measured by using gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The GPC result indicated that these PS microspheres do not contain short PS chains, in which the molecular weight of smallest fraction is \~1.0 × 10^4^ g/mol. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) microspheres (1.0 μm in diameter) were a gift from Xu\'s lab in The Chinese University of Hong Kong. Gold colloids (300 nm in diameter) were obtained from Xiong\'s Lab in University of Science and Technology of China. The ultrapure water or ultrapure octane (electronic grade, \>99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) was filtrated with a syringe filter (PTFE 0.2 μm Millipore) to remove dusts before the preparation of octane/H~2~O interfaces.

Preparation of oil/water interfaces and dispersion microspheres at interfaces
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Horizontal octane/H~2~O or octane/NaCl interface was prepared in a customized microscopic cell, which was assembled with a coverslip, a PET spacer with thickness of 110 μm and a cup-like glass cell, as shown in [Figure S1a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. First, ultrapure water was gently added in bottom of cell to reach a height of 110 μm, and then \~2.0 mL ultrapure octane was slowly added to form a horizontal octane/H~2~O interface that was stuck with the PET spacer exactly ([Fig. S1b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); Second, 0.2 μL microsphere suspension, typically in 5% isopropanol (aq.), was directly microinjected at the interface with a flow rate of 0.1 μL/min using a microinjector ([Fig. S2a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) composing of a XYZ manipulator, a syringe pump and a glass capillary (15--30 μm in diameter), in which bright-field microscope (Olympus IX-81) with a ×10 objective was used to monitor the microinjection ([Fig. S2c](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); Octane/NaCl interface was produced by further adding NaCl in water via microinjection ([Fig. S2b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), where concentration of NaCl was determined with the volume ratio of NaCl (100 mM aq.) and H~2~O. Finally, the small chamber containing the octane/H~2~O or octane/NaCl interface was sealed with a (20 × 20 × 1.1 mm) glass slide and the whole microscopic cell was further sealed with a polystyrene lid, as shown in [Figure S3A](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Vertical octane/H~2~O or octane/NaCl interface was prepared in a device, as shown in [Figure S3b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, composing a 30 μm PTFE spacer and two hydrophobic modified coverslips whose water contact angles approach to \~90°. Microspheres were dispersion at the vertical oil/water interface via the same microinjection procedure described above.

Tracking of microspheres at horizontal oil/water interfaces
-----------------------------------------------------------

An Olympus IX81 inverted-microscope equipped with a 40× objective and a sCMOS camera (Andor Zyla), was used to acquire bright-field images of microspheres trapped at horizontal octane/H~2~O or octane/NaCl interface with a frame rate 0.5 fps. A typical dataset, usually containing 2400 images with a field size of 409 × 346 μm^2^, has recorded trajectories of single microspheres (r*~i~*(*t*)) at oil/water interface. The datasets were continuously collected every 20 minutes over 10 hours, starting from the beginning of dispersions. These experiments were repeated multiple times in each identical conditions, thus over 300 datasets (\>720,000 images) were acquired and analyzed in total, in which the 2560 × 2160 16-bit greyscale images were firstly converted to binary images for detection of microsphere with a standard image processing algorithm coding by MATLAB, and the x-y positions of microsphere centroids were subsequently determined and linked individually over time by using a particle tracking algorithm[@b39].

Measurements of radius distribution functions and pair potentials of microspheres at horizontal oil/water interfaces
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The trajectories of single microspheres (r*~i~*(*t*)) in each dataset was used to calculate the radius distribution function (*g*(*r*)) by time-averaging pair correlations (Σ*~i~*~≠*j*~*δ*(r~1~ − r*~i~*)*δ*(r~2~ − r*~j~*)/*n*) in every moment over 20 minutes, where is the spatial separation and *n* is the surface density of microspheres. The pair potentials *U*(*r*) was numerically evaluated from *g*(*r*) using the hypernetted chain (HCN) approximation, in which *U*(*r*) = −*k~B~T* ln\[*g*(*r*)\] + *nk~B~TI*(*r*) was applied, where *k~B~* is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is the absolute temperature, and convolution integral can be obtained iteratively, starting with *I*(*r*) = 0 [@b28]. Note that *U*(*r*) can be evaluated from *g*(*r*) only when the system stay at the equilibrium state or at quasi- equilibrium state. In our case, the interfacial particles can be either at stable or at unstable state, which depends on time and whether existing sufficient salts in water phase ([Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, only the *g*(*r*) at the stable region can be used to evaluate *U*(*r*) by assuming that the system stays at quasi- equilibrium state.

Microelectrophoresis
--------------------

Two platinum-wire electrodes (100 μm in diameter) with a 0.3 mm separation were placed in the octane, \~110 μm above from the horizontal oil/water interface, as shown in [Figure S3c](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A 60 V DC was applied to generate a static electric field along the interface, and bright-field microscope equipped with a 20× objective was used to monitor the electrophoretic mobility of microspheres ([Mov. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) trapped at a horizontal octane/H~2~O, where the pH of aqueous phase was adjusted to 4.85 by HCl (aq.). Note that, in this set up, the electric field near the interface will greatly reduce by the field that was induced by their image charges. To assess the effective electric field near the interface, we have carried out a theoretical calculation by using COMSOL, as shown in [Figure S5a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Our results indicate that the resultant electric field is ranged from 2500 to 5200 V/m, depending on the distance apart from the interface, as shown in [Figure S5b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Measurements of contact angles of microspheres at vertical oil/water interfaces
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15 μM coumarin was added in water for imaging of oil/water interface. Fluorescent microspheres trapped at vertical oil/water interface were examined with a confocal microscope (Olympus FV1000) equipped with a 100× oil objective, in which coumarin and microspheres were excited simultaneously with 405 and 543 nm lasers to acquire confocal images via two distinct emission channels (425--475 nm and 555--655 nm). The boundaries of the oil/water interface and microspheres were respectively evaluated by finding the maximum intensity gradients from their images. Three phase contact angle (*θ*) of single interfacial particle was geometrical measured using their determinate boundaries. These experiments were repeated multiple times in each identical conditions, thus over 500 confocal images, typically containing 2 \~ 5 interfacial particles, were acquired and analyzed in total, enabling us to actually evaluate the *θ* in each conditions by averaging twenty single results at least.

Observation of spreading of microspheres at horizontal oil/water interfaces
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

A spinning-disk confocal microscope (Andor Revolution) equipped with a 10× objective was used to monitor the spreading of fluorescent microspheres at horizontal oil/water interface using different dispersion methods, including microinjection ([Mov. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of pipetting ([Fig. S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Fluorescent microspheres were excited with a 561 nm laser. High-speed confocal images were collected through an emission filter (600 ± 25 nm). The dispersion speeds (sliding velocities) of microspheres at oil/water interface were assessed by measuring the length of their flowing light paths remained in images, capturing by an EMCCD (Andor iXon897) with a certain exposed time ranging from 1 to 20 ms.

Estimation the sliding velocity of particles at the interface
-------------------------------------------------------------

Marangoni effect produces a slip velocity in the tangential direction on a fluid-fluid interface when gradients in the surface are present[@b40]. As a result, the tangential force per unit area (*f~s~*) is given by[@b41] *f~s~* = ∇*~s~γ*, where ∇*~s~* denotes the surface tension (*γ*) gradients. In one hand, the tangential force acting on the particles (*F~s~*) at interface is . On the other hand, the viscous force is . Therefore, one can find . ∇*~s~γ* can be further estimated by (for the microinjection) or by (for the pipetting), where *r~d~* is the radius of droplet. *γ*(*c~b~*) is expected to close to the surface tension of interface between the isopropanol aqueous solution and air[@b42].

Quantification of triboelectrification
--------------------------------------

In the two state surface theory[@b36], rubbing a spherical insulator to a insulate surface would induce net charges (*Q*) on the spherical insulator: (eq. 5), where is the maximum charges quantity, *λ*~1~ or *λ*~2~ are the characteristic distances for charges transfer into the lower and out of the upper states of the spherical insulator respectively. Note that the material of polystyrene locate at the rather negative positions in triboelectric series[@b43], which suggests that charges transfer into the lower state is much easier than charges transfer out of the upper state; i.e., . Therefore, equation (5) can be rewritten as [equation (4)](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *Q~max~* = *Q*~0~*λ*~1~.
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![Time evolution of single colloidal particles trapping at oil/water interfaces in absence or presence of a monovalent salt (NaCl) in the water phase.\
Time evolutions of radius distribution functions (*g*(*r*)) of polystyrene microspheres (1.0 *μm*) trapping at an (*a*) octane/H~2~O interface or (*b*) an octane/10 mM NaCl interface as well as their bright-field images (*c*), where 5% isopropanol was used as the spreading solvent, colors represent time lapse. (*d*) Stability of polystyrene microspheres trapping at oil/water interfaces with presence of different amounts NaCl in the water phase ranging from 0.01 to 10 mM, where solid symbols in the shadow represent emerging of colloidal aggregates at oil/water interfaces.](srep04778-f1){#f1}

![Attenuation of repulsions among single colloidal particles at oil/water interfaces in absence or presence of NaCl in the water phase.\
Time evolutions of pair potentials (*U*(*r*)) of polystyrene microspheres trapping at an (*a*) octane/H~2~O interface or (*b*) an octane/10 mM NaCl interface, where symbols or lines represent *U*(*r*) or their fitting curves based on [equation (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and (2), colors represent time lapse. (*c*) Time dependence of three phase contact angles (*θ*) of polystyrene microspheres trapping at an octane/H~2~O (red bars) or at an octane/10 mM NaCl (cyan bars) interfaces, and their confocal images (*d*), where blue colors or green lines respectively represent emissions of coumarin in aqueous phase or boundaries determined by finding maximum gradients of intensities.](srep04778-f2){#f2}

![Discharging and spreading of single colloidal particles at oil/water interfaces.\
(*a*) Fading of residual charges on polystyrene microspheres trapping at oil/water interfaces in presence of different amounts NaCl in the water phase, where solid lines represent their fitting by single exponentially decay, and inset of (*a*) shows their characteristic decay time (*τ*). Dispersion of particle suspensions containing different amounts of isopropanol ranging from 1 to 20% at an octane/H~2~O interface: (*b*) Spinning-disk confocal images acquired with a certain exposure time ranging from 5 to 20 ms (containing 2.5% isopropanol in the suspension), (*c*) sliding velocities (*v~j~*) or radius convection zone (*R~c~*) or sliding distance (*d*), where the symbol (\*) presents that no jets had been observed at the interface.](srep04778-f3){#f3}

![Charging of single colloidal particles at oil/water interfaces.\
Charging polystyrene microspheres (cyan bars) at an octane/10 mM NaCl interface using distinct suspensions: (*a*) containing different amounts of isopropanol ranging from 1 to 20%, (*b*) containing 5% methanol or ethanol or using pipetting for dispersions. Charging polymethylmethacrylate (red bar) or gold microspheres at an octane/10 mM NaCl interface, where the symbol (\*) presents that the long-ranged repulsion had not been observed. (*c*) Cartoon schematically shows charging and discharging of single colloidal particles at an oil/water interface.](srep04778-f4){#f4}
